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	Todays Date: Lindeberg
	Organization: Cornell University
	CATEGORY: [Genetics]
	DATE: 3/15/10
	HEADLINE: Citrus Greening/HLB Genome Resources Website - central hub for information on Ca. L. asiaticus genome analysis
	TITLE: Bioinformatic characterization and development of a central genome resources website for Ca. Liberibacter asiaticus
	PI: Magdalen Lindeberg
	ABSTRACT: Objective II: Website creation and development. The Citrus Greening/HLB Genome Resources Website has been created and can be accessed at http://www.citrusgreening.org/. Significant developments related to this objective include the following:A. Development of a policy for data sharing. In collaboration with the program manager, a policy was developed whereby the genome resources web site would provide a venue for deposition of preliminary data, with access limited to registered users.  B. Website organization. The web site in question includes multiple open-access web pages listing general information and links on the disease, guidelines and links for genome analysis tools such as BLAST and the Artemis genome viewer, and pages summarizing the variety of Ca. Liberibacter sequences that have been deposited at NCBI.   With the exception of a 1.2 Mb draft genome sequence for Ca. L. asiaticus, all of the Ca. Liberibacter sequences currently available at NCBI fall into one of three gene clusters, diagrams of which have been posted on the web site with hyperlinks to the corresponding  records at NCBI.  Users wanting access to restricted pages are required to enter contact information and agree to the terms of the data sharing policy.  45 users are currently registered. The PI has made use of the registration-restricted pages for posting analyses of the initial Ca. L. asiaticus psy62 draft genome sequence and the restricted section continues to be available for deposition of sequence data.  The PI is presently posting her own group’s unpublished analyses in the non-restricted section to maximize visibility to the larger community.Future plans for web site development include installation of a more directly interactive genome viewer such as GBrowse. Not only will this provide easier access to genome features and comparative data, but will also provide a platform for progressive incorporation of links between individual gene loci and protein structural predictions, metabolic pathway assignments, and additional data generated by other groups working on this bacterium.  The PI has attended meetings during  the past year to both publicize online resources and interact with other researchers involved in genome analysis.Objective III: Bioinformatic analysis of Ca. L. asiaticus sequence dataUsing the genome sequence data deposited for Ca. L. asiaticus psy62, multiple analyses have been conducted including screening the sequence for compositional variation suggestive of horizontal transfer and for repetitive elements with potential diagnostic application.  Results of these and other analyses are  posted on the “Ca. Liberibacter genome resources” page of the web site.  Gene regulation is of particular interest given its role in mediating adaptation of Las to its plant host and insect vector.  Relatively few regulators of gene expression are encoded by the Las genome but two of particular interest are RpoH, associated with induction of genes linked to survival at elevated temperatures, and RirA, a protein regulating uptake and metabolism of the critically important nutrient, iron.  Using models for binding sites derived from experimentally characterized sequences in related bacteria, RpoH and RirA regulated genes can be predicted from genome sequence data.  A manuscript  currently in preparation describes sets of genes predicted to be regulated and outlines a method to aid researchers in distinguishing biologically significant predictions from those arising by chance when analyzing experimentally uncharacterized genome sequences. Future plans for bioinformatic analysis include comparison of the Ca. L. asiaticus genome sequence with those of related alpha-proteobacteria and other strains of Ca. Liberibacter as they become available.
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